
Trump faces 
election and 
legal risks

President Donald Trump suffered
twin setbacks on Tuesday with two
ex-advisers facing prison sentences

- and one of them saying Trump told him
to commit a crime - possibly hurting his
Republican Party’s election prospects and
widening a criminal probe that has over-
shadowed his presidency. Within minutes
of each other in separate courts, former
Trump campaign manager Paul Manafort
was found guilty on tax and bank fraud
charges, while Trump’s former personal
lawyer, Michael Cohen, pleaded guilty to
a range of charges.

Cohen also testified that Trump direct-
ed him to commit a crime by arranging
payments ahead of the 2016 presidential
election to silence two women who said
they had had affairs with Trump. The set-
backs refocused attention on Special

Counsel Robert Mueller’s inquiry into
Russian meddling in the 2016 presidential
election, whether Trump’s campaign col-
luded with Moscow and whether Trump
obstructed justice by firing then-FBI
Director James Comey, who was formerly
in charge of the investigation.

Trump has denied collusion, calling
Mueller’s probe a “witch hunt”. Of the
two latest developments, Cohen’s plea
deal was the more troublesome, said
those around Trump. “A bad day for the
home team,” said one source close to the
president, who asked not to be identified.
The source added that the legal woes
could depress voter turnout and increase
Republicans’ risk of losing their 23-seat
majority in the House of Representatives
in November’s congressional elections.
“This hurts our midterm prospects.”

A Democratic victory in November
would limit Trump’s ability to push
through legislation and increase the risk
of calls for his impeachment. Cohen’s
lawyer, Lanny Davis, said late on Tuesday
that his client was “more than happy” to
tell Mueller’s legal team everything he
knows about Trump. Democrats pounced
on the Cohen and Manafort cases, saying

they bolstered their argument that the
Trump White House was weighed down
by scandal. “The American people
deserve answers regarding the presi-
dent’s role in these corrupt and criminal
actions,” said Democratic Representative
Rosa DeLauro.

Rodell Mollineau, a senior Democratic
strategist, said the news “adds to a con-
stant drumbeat that will ultimately affect
some independent voters” and help
Democrats at the polls. “Manafort being
convicted, on its own, might not sway
any votes. But given the totality of crimi-
nality uncovered ... it will be hard for
some Republicans to ignore and even
harder to explain.” Still, there were no
immediate calls for Trump’s impeach-
ment and Republican lawmakers did not
join the chorus of criticism from
Democratic ranks.

Loyal support
The long-term impact of the Cohen

and Manafort cases will likely depend on
how they affect the turnout of
Republican and Democratic voters in
November. While he undoubtedly had a
bad day on Tuesday, some analysts said

Trump might be able to turn the setbacks
to his advantage by reinforcing core sup-
porters’ views that he is under siege, said
Andy Smith, director of the University of
New Hampshire Survey Center. “In
midterm elections, the president’s party
tends to be less interested and less moti-
vated to vote. But one thing that will
motivate people to get out and vote is if
they believe the party is being attacked
unfairly,” he said. 

At a rally in Charleston, West Virginia,
on Tuesday night, a relatively subdued
Trump did not mention either the Cohen
or Manafort case. Instead, as supporters
cheered him on, he made fun of his oppo-
nents’ focus on the Mueller investigation,
saying they were desperate to find collu-
sion with Russians. “Where is the collu-
sion? Where is it?” he said, mimicking
his critics. Josh McGrew, who traveled
from Huntington, West Virginia, for the
rally, called the investigation a “smear
campaign” and said his support for
Trump was unshaken. “This is all about
finding out anything they can in some-
body’s past,” McGrew said. “They
haven’t come up with anything in a year
and a half, almost two years.” — Reuters 

By Dr James J Zogby 

Thirty years ago, I mounted the podium of the
Democratic National Convention in Atlanta,
Georgia to open the first ever political party

debate on Palestinian rights. Looking out over the con-
vention hall at our 1,500 delegate-supporters wearing
“Palestine Lives” T-shirts and carrying “Statehood Now”
placards, I was overcome with emotion. 

I recalled earlier Democratic convention floor demon-
strations against the war in Vietnam, in defense of farm-
workers’ rights, and in opposition to South African
Apartheid and had always dreamed that one day there
might be a similar manifestation of support for
Palestinians. And there it was, right then, happening
before my eyes.      

I began my remarks from the podium by noting:
“We’re making history today. Today the issue of
Palestinian rights is being debated by our party. We’ve
won a victory...The deadly silence that has for so long
submerged the issue of Palestinian rights has been shat-
tered. The question of Palestine has, up till now, been the
least talked about, but most thought about issue in the
Party. Today, the silence has ended.”  

I went on to criticize the existing Party platform lan-
guage for its refusal to speak about Palestinians - ignor-
ing “their right to freedom, to independence, and to
statehood”. Our minority plank corrected this disgraceful
omission by speaking about the Palestinians as a people
and so I addressed their concerns “with occupation and
with exile, the violations of their basic human rights, the
killings and the beatings and the agonizing expulsions -
the daily humiliation of being a people without a state,
without a home of their own”.

I concluded by recognizing that “there are those who
seek to silence this debate, to pretend that it isn’t hap-
pening. But pressure and intimidation work only in the
short run. They may cause fear among some, but they do
not win friends in the end”. Polls had shown that if a
secret ballot had been taken, 70 percent of the delegates
would have supported us. But given the politics of intimi-
dation and fear, we, in the Jackson campaign, knew that
the debate and “ending the deadly silence” had been
victory enough and so we decided not to call for a vote. 

In the next day’s press coverage, one prominent pro-
Israel Democrat was quoted as saying, 

“I’m scared. Nothing like this has ever happened
before...[We] went all out to keep this issue from being
debated on the floor and we were unable to stop it”. The
Israeli newspaper Maariv went further: “Some see the
events in Atlanta as a victory for Israel and its friends.
This is certainly not the case...once an Arab lobby repre-
sentative took the floor, even if for a mere 10 minutes,
Israel lost the battle. Israel’s supporters shamefully
flunked at the convention...never before had so many
PLO flags been seen waving on so many American TV
screens”. 

I write this not to reminisce, for its own sake, but to
recall an important moment in our history and to learn
lessons from that period that can guide our work today.
It is important to understand that three factors made this
debate possible: the courageous leadership of Rev Jesse
Jackson; the hard work of dedicated African Americans,

Arab Americans, and progressive American Jews; and the
changes in US perceptions created by the inspiring sac-
rifices of young Palestinians who were in the midst of
their Intifada.

• The importance of building coalitions and mobilizing
them in the political arena: Arab Americans had been
mobilizing for years in defense of Palestinian rights and
had succeeded in building coalitions with progressive
Jewish groups and African American civil rights leader-
ship. In 1987 we embarked on an ambitious strategy to
turn this coalition into a political vehicle by running our
members in state party elections and bringing our issues
to a vote in state party conventions. 

We targeted 10 states and succeeded in passing pro-
Palestinian statehood resolutions in every one of them.
Without fail, party leaders and elected officials in each
state tried to block these efforts, but they were unable to
do so because our simple calls for justice resonated
among the grass roots in the party. The momentum we
were able to create through this year-long effort helped
set the stage for Atlanta. 

• The importance of leadership: It was Jesse Jackson’s
presidential campaign that empowered our movement
and made it possible for our coalition to successfully

focus its efforts in the political arena, to win victories in
state after state, and then to mobilize in Atlanta. He was
consistent in his principled stance in favor of Palestinian
rights and he withstood tremendous pressure from party
leaders until the end. 

Our negotiations with the party over the language of
the platform had been difficult. They were unyielding in
their opposition to even mentioning the word
“Palestinian” in the document. At one point, one party
leader said to me “if you persist, you will be responsible
for destroying the Democratic Party”. I told her to stop
“playing ‘Chicken Little shouting the sky is falling’”. They
persisted with threats and brow-beating sessions until
the very last day. 

While we had the votes to insist on a minority plank,
some within our group had become fearful of retribution
and were pushing that we drop the whole issue. I insisted
that we take the matter to Jackson. He stood firm, saying
“we’ve come this far on principle. We won’t back down
now”. But because some of our elected officials dele-
gates had become weak-kneed and because we knew
the party leaders would “whip” hard to further intimidate
them, we decided that the debate and the floor demon-
stration were sufficient. 

• Changed perceptions made debate possible: The
first Intifada played a significant role in changing US

opinion and inspiring our efforts - from sit-ins in front of
the Israeli Embassy (during which some of us were
arrested) to the broader effort to bring the issue to the
heart of the political process calling for a change in US
policy toward the Palestinians. 

Because the largely non-violent youth movement was
changing US perceptions, we had wind in our sails. We
didn’t need to introduce people to the Palestinians and
the injustices they were facing-they saw it on TV every
night.  That was then...

*     *     *

...and now: The last 30 years have been difficult ones
for supporters of Palestinian rights. The Oslo process
created expectations that “peace was at hand” and then,
after a few years, dashed these hopes to the ground.
Israeli propaganda, helped by US politicians, worked
overtime to regain lost ground by blaming the
Palestinians for the failure of peace-making efforts.
Additionally, the tumultuous events of the past two
decades have caused attention to be focused on areas
other than Palestine - the war in Iraq, the failed Arab
Spring, an emboldened Iran and bloody regional con-
flicts. Especially those in Syria and Yemen - all have
become matters of deep concern. 

In spite of all this, the elements of a successful cam-
paign for Palestinian rights are present and, in many
ways, stronger than they were 30 years ago. What
comes through clearly in polling on US public opinion is
that there is a deep partisan divide on the
Israeli/Palestinian issue, with key demographic groups
increasingly more supportive of Palestinian rights and
antagonistic to hardline Israeli policies. In some ways,
the Netanyahu/Trump “marriage” has also helped to fuel
the partisan divide. A Pew poll from earlier this year
found that support for Palestinians far surpasses support
for Israel among self-described “progressive” and “liber-
al” voters. And a recent Gallup poll shows that only 17%
of Democrats now have a favorable view of the Israeli
leader. 

At the same time, our capacity is greater than ever
with stronger and better organized groups in the Arab,
Jewish, Black, and student communities ready to act for
Palestinian rights. Should Bernie Sanders run again for
president, his leadership will help to empower this coali-
tion, as he did in 2016 when for only the second time in
history, we had a debate on Palestinian rights. But even if
Bernie chooses not to run, the movement is substantial
enough and the changes in the views of Democrats are
significant enough to force the issue onto the table - and
cause at least one, if not more than one, candidate to see
this as an issue worth embracing.   

All that is left is a commitment and focused effort to
bring our energy and our movement directly into the
political arena and to embrace a strategy to move the
Palestinian issue forward in 2020. The strategy will not
be the same as the one we used in 1988, but the condi-
tions are there to insure that the debate can happen
again in 2020. 

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the
Arab American Institute
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Washington WatchPeople living under the Italian bridge that col-
lapsed last week with the loss of 43 lives had
known for years it was crumbling: pieces kept

falling on their homes and cars. A month earlier, resi-
dents met officials in charge of maintaining the
bridge in Genoa to find out what was being done.
The 1.2km-long suspension bridge, part of a privately
run motorway linking the port city with France, had
been slowly eroding in the sea air for decades,
requiring non-stop maintenance, but life had become
intolerable for residents.

Annoyed that noisy round-the-clock work was
interrupting their sleep, they voiced their frustration
to two officials from motorway operating company
Autostrade per l’Italia, according to a recording of
the July 18 meeting made public by Genoa council.
No one, however, questioned the overall safety of the
51-year-old bridge, demonstrating a public trust in
institutions that is common in northern Italy and has
been shaken to the core by the disaster. Having lived
for decades in the bridge’s shadow, witness to con-
tinual maintenance works, the residents seemingly
never thought it would collapse.

Local politician Mauro Avvenente came closest to
putting the big question at the meeting, asking, “Have
you done an estimate of the remaining life of this
bridge?” His query, lost among a barrage of ques-
tions, elicited no specific reply. After the disaster, in
which dozens of cars and trucks plunged into a river
bed along with thousands of tonnes of concrete,
Avvenente said everyone knew the bridge was in bad
shape, adding: “Every time I drove over it, I would
accelerate.”

As long ago as the 1980s, according to pensioner
Salvatore Lorefice, there was a form prepared for
residents to claim compensation for damage to their
cars from falling concrete. The apparent failure of all
parties to think of closing the bridge or limiting traffic
is now among aspects of the disaster under investiga-
tion by Genoa prosecutors. Asked if prosecutors sus-
pected the motorway was considered too important
to be closed as a precaution, investigator Paolo
D’Ovidio said: “It could be a personal viewpoint, but
it’s not part of the terms of the investigation.”

Italy’s new populist government, which has
accused the previous administration of weak over-
sight of Autostrade, said the bridge’s importance like-
ly led its predecessor to consider closure or traffic
restrictions as an extreme last step. The viaduct fed
Genoa port, connected one side of the city to the oth-
er and was one of Autostrade’s busiest toll roads. “It’s
likely its importance led the previous administration
to consider the idea of closure, even partial, as a last
resort only,” the infrastructure ministry said in a
statement to Reuters. Former infrastructure minister
Graziano Delrio did not immediately respond to a
request for comment.

Heavy corrosion
Local resident Giusy Moretti, a residents’ commit-

tee coordinator and among those evacuated from
their homes after the disaster, said she and other resi-
dents trusted Autostrade when it said it was working
to ensure the bridge’s safety. Did she ever think it
might collapse? “Never, never,” she said. “I heard this
noise I will never forget, like really long thunder ... My
daughter came out to me on the terrace and said, ‘The
bridge has collapsed!”. And I said, “Which bridge?”

At the July meeting, Autostrade maintenance exec-
utive Mauro Moretti explained to residents how the
sea air had eaten away at the structure, considered an
avant-garde work of engineering and the pride of
Genoa when it went up in the 1960s. Moretti also
spoke of a newly approved project to repair and
strengthen the bridge, news that only appeared to
deepen the gloom among residents weary of mainte-
nance works. They did not press him on its condition,
though some would later say that the bridge had
shaken worryingly when trucks rumbled over it.

What they did not know was that by the time of
the meeting, corrosion had already consumed 10-20
percent of some of the steel rods that held up the
bridge’s road surface, according to a February engi-
neering report seen by Reuters. The rods or stays
suspended the roadway from a series of towering
concrete pylons. In a peculiar feature of the design by
late Italian engineer Riccardo Morandi, the rods were
encased in concrete, making their deterioration
detectable only by sophisticated scanning equipment.

The corroded stays have emerged as a focus of
investigations into the disaster, which unfolded in heavy
rain. Grainy cellphone footage appears to show one set
of stays rupturing, sending a 200-metre section of
roadway into the valley below. In the report, prepared
for the infrastructure ministry, experts briefly cited the
corrosion in giving their blessing to Autostrade’s plan to
repair and bolster the viaduct. It gave no opinion on the
overall safety of the bridge. Asked why ministry officials
had not asked for the bridge to be closed or traffic
restricted, the ministry said the level of corrosion had
not warranted restrictions. — Reuters 

Lessons to learn, work to do
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